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in this book is based on events in my
life during that momentous time of

revolution and reform. However, for the
sake of the narrative, the locations and

dates of some events have been modified.

THURSDAY, JUNE 26

Just east of Worcester, the greenish paisley clouds morph into

the faces of Washington, Lincoln, and a couple of their pals.

Every sound SOUNDS LOUDER : The wind whistling

in through Odysseus’s vent windows. The hum of tires on the
Mass Pike. The Hammond organ of Procol Harum splashing
through the speakers.

Next to me, Robin draws her knees up under her chin and

hugs them. Strands of her long hair vine away in the breeze.
Robin is Botticelli’s Venus on a passenger seat, only with darkbrown hair and eyes. She is Juliet to my Romeo, Olive Oyl to
my Popeye, Lady to my Tramp, the lady I love.

Alas, my heart is as heavy as an anvil. Tomorrow she will

depart for the Canadian wilderness, vanishing from my life for

two full months. Dreading the thought of this summer without
her, I reach over, take her slim hand in mine, and squeeze.

Don’t go north, my love. There’s still time to change your mind.

Surely you must feel the same?

But with businesslike deftness, Robin guides my hand back

to Odysseus’s steering wheel and says, “Are you sure you can
drive, Lucas?”

The question does not come unexpectedly out of yonder

filigreed blue. An hour ago, back in Cambridge, we were loitering beside a brick wall on which was scrawled “Make Love Not

War” and “Bring the Troops Home.” A barefoot, glassy-eyed
freak with Jesus hair and beard wandered by. After clocking
Odysseus, Robin, and me, he dug into his pocket and produced
a wrinkled baggie filled with tiny orange barrel-shaped tabs. He
then uttered those most magical of inducements: “Free, man.”

From the shape and color of the tabs I swiftly deduced that

the offering was Orange Sunshine. Fabled West Coast acid, said
to rival Owsley as the purest ever produced for mass consump-

tion. Without a second thought, I plucked a barrel out of the
baggie and swallowed.

Now, on the Mass Pike, as we poke along at Odysseus’s max-

imum velocity of fifty-eight mph, the industrial rhythm of the

tires has a symphonic quality. In the cockpit, sonic tides ebb and
flow — faint, louder, LOUD, less loud, faint. Out in the dis-

tance, the greenish cloud-faces of President Washington & Co.
grin down from the heavens. Mount Rushmore, indeed!

In the meantime, I am tasked with reassuring my ladylove

that even in my thoroughly dosed state I am capable of maintaining both altitude and a steady flight path. (I always meant

to teach her to drive a stick, but like so many of my intentions,
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it was left unrealized.) “Have no fear, my daffodil, I am in com-

plete control of the sit—” This would be the very moment a
humongous eighteen-wheeler barrels past, intent on blowing
us off the road. With a panicked gasp, Robin grabs my thigh

and squeezes while I wrestle my boxy German tin can back into
the lane.

The back of the 18-wheeler,
An elephant’s square gray rump,
Leaves us in
The New England dust.

Tock, tick. Robin hasn’t uttered a word in . . . five minutes?
Ten? As Captain Lucas attempts to navigate his flimsy

vessel homeward, stewed synapses sputter inside his skull, then
spark with tiny twinkles of light. He imagines that if he’d taken
the time to have a second thought back in Cambridge before
dropping the Orange Sunshine, it might’ve gone something like

this: It’s going to be a long enough drive home to Long Island without dramatically increasing the risk of taking an imaginary exit into
the vast unknown.

Or into a ditch.

How long will the drive be? Hard to say. Acid time

is spongy — not that Captain Lucas is complaining. The

irreversibly toxic tick-tock from present to future is the enemy.
In less than twenty-four hours, the love of his life decamps for
the frozen tundra.

•

•
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Odysseus oozes to a standstill. The thing that from a distance
resembled a garden trellis stretching across the highway and

draped with green vines and shimmering pink flowers is in
reality a row of tollbooths.

Ah! Sweet relief! The trippy nervousness that usually accom-

panies any interaction with a Straight Person of Authority

mellows when the toll collector appears to be not much older
than me. Bushy sideburns. Dirty-blond hair creeping out from

under his cap and down over the collar of his green uniform.
Face made of pink doll plastic.

Our eyes meet, and the toll guy grins knowingly — as only

someone intimately acquainted with Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds would. “Outta sight, man. Wish I could be where
you are right now.”

“Wish you could, too.” I offer him a handful of viscous

coinage that has puddled together in my palm like lumpy silver
mercury.

My plastic-faced comrade chuckles and plucks out what’s

owed. “Peace, brother.”

“Hang loose, man.”
And away we —

“For God’s sake, Lucas! What if he was a cop?” Robin wigs

out. Taken by surprise, I unintentionally wrench the wheel,
making the microbus swerve violently. Tires screech as Odysseus
rocks like a boat tossed on stormy seas.

I’ve just regained control of my trusty rusty ship when a

voice from behind us mumbles, “Huh? Cop?” It’s Milton. I’ve
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forgotten that he’s sleeping on the mattress in the back. On our

way home from a brief but torturous visit to Maine, we stopped
in Cambridge to pick him up.

“It’s nothing, man. Go back to sleep,” I tell him. Meanwhile,

Robin’s twisted around in her seat, hands locked into fists, peering out the back window as if expecting the entire Massachusetts

Turnpike Tollbooth Cavalry to be thundering up behind us. In

the past, my ladylove has, on occasion, been known to err on the

acute side of uptight, but given my currently blitzed sensibilities,
am I truly in a position to cast judgment?

“A tollbooth collector cop?” I whisper so as not to alarm

Milton. “Is that really possible?”

“What do you think, Lucas?” Robin answers harshly. She

swivels to face forward but angles the rearview mirror so she can
continue to scrutinize the traffic behind us.

What do I think? I think butterflies were originally called

flutterbys until someone with dyslexia got involved. But what
if she’s right? Said toll collector’s skin did look plastic. Is he, at

this very moment, issuing an all-points bulletin? Attention, units!
Be on lookout for suspected dope fiend. Glassy-eyed. Straight brown

hair past shoulders. Last seen headed west on Mass Pike in brightly
painted psychedelic microbus!
We’d be hard to miss.

Arms crossed tightly, Robin peers into the rearview mir-

ror for a convoy of flashing cherry tops. This is bad. What if
I’ve done something that will jeopardize her future? Idiot. Idiot.

IDIOT! Unlike me, her life has direction, purpose, a goal. She
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starts at Middlebury in the fall, plans to major in environmental
studies and international relations. I’ve never heard of either, but
they sound important.

If you look at your surroundings,
Is that environmental studies?
If you have cousins in France,
Are they international relations?

“See anything?” I ask.

No answer. My queen is royally ticked.

Moron. Moron. MORON! You only have a few hours left with

her, and look what you’ve done. What if she’s right and we get
pulled over? What if they ask me to walk in a straight line?
Even worse, what if they ask me to think in a straight line?

Time to engage in emergency fence mending: “I . . . I love

you so much. And I know I’m not always right about things,
but . . . he really didn’t strike me as a cop, babe.”

Robin’s eyes leave the rearview mirror. Her face softens. She

sighs with exasperation. “Oh, Lucas, like you could really tell
anything right now.”

Out in the distance, the famous presidents have given way

to pulsating purplish jellyfish clouds with long gray and

blue tendrils. So far, no sirens have wailed, nor lights flashed,
in pursuit of Captain Lucas and crew. No plastic-faced tollbooth narcotroopers have parachuted out of Lockheed C-s

overhead. In the back, Milton’s snores sound like a turboprop
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struggling to gain altitude. When they picked him up back in
Cambridge, he said he’d been awake for the past thirty-six hours
writing a paper on the impact of microprocessor chipsets on the

future of space travel. (Say what?) In the seat beside Captain

Lucas, Robin tilts her head back and gazes upward, where, next
to the dome light, is taped an R. Crumb cartoon of Mr. Natural
saying, “The whole universe is completely insane.”
“Lucas, can I ask you a question?” she asks.

Uh-oh, sounds like trouble. “I’m an open book.”

“A stranger comes out of nowhere and offers you LSD and

you just take it?”

“You saw that freak. He was cool.”

“How did you know it was really LSD?”

How does Lucas the Impulsive know that the acid he took

an hour ago was acid? Could it have something to do with the
hundreds of tiny silverfish currently wriggling around inside
Odysseus’s one-eighth-inch-thick windshield?

And yet Robin’s concern, though unlikely, is not without

merit. Creative chemists the world over have been known to

lace their product with a little something “extra” to boost the

rush. Feeling motormouthy and having two thousand thoughts
per second? Your acid, mon ami, is mixed with speed. Muscles

tight and yearning to stretch? A pinch of strychnine has been
added. (Know what’s truly freaky? Strychnine is rat poison. But
it’s like the cyanide in apple seeds. In microscopic amounts, it
won’t hurt you.)

But Professor Lucas digresses. Back to Robin’s inquiry. “You
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mean, you think someone would go to all the trouble of making

little orange barrels that looked exactly like Orange Sunshine,
but weren’t? Why would anyone do that?”

“I don’t know, Lucas. I’m just saying, is this what you’re

going to be like next year if you get into Goddard?”

It’s not immediately clear how they went from the authen-

ticity of the Orange Sunshine to his expected enrollment
at Goddard College, but El Capitán finds it reassuring that

Robin’s thinking about their future. He reaches over and strokes

her shoulder. “Listen, everything’s groovy. I promise I’ll be cool
with the next toll collector. I’ll get us back to Long Island in one
piece. I’ll do whatever I need to do next year.”

Is it his bugging imagination or does the smile Robin

returns appear a bit brittle? She gazes out the passenger window.
Odysseus sails onward, toward Long I Land.
How could it be
That someone so smart and pretty
Could be into me?

At age thirteen, Lucas is a medium-size, slightly chubby,
Dumbo-eared, poorly coordinated, and somewhat befuddled
young suburban individual. The father expects progeny who

will become prosperous businessmen tennis players. The
mother asks merely for academic brilliance. It appears that

Lucas is destined to achieve neither. At school, he is adequate
at best. The popular kids ignore him while they communicate

in their secret indecipherable language. Baffled, he adapts by
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becoming invisible, creeping around corners, blending into the
background.

But then begins the Semi-Miraculous Transformation. In

the span of eighteen months, he grows eight inches. His shoul-

ders broaden, voice deepens, waist narrows, cheekbones appear.
He passes an afternoon in the hospital having the auris elephan-

tus pinned back. It is now freshman year of high school, and
girls who never knew he existed do double takes. Guys who’d

never let him play punchball with them at recess suddenly have
an open seat at their lunch table.

This transformation is as mystifying to the transformed as

it is to everyone else. Inside Lucas, nothing has changed. He is
still muddled and befuddled. Still lacking the athletic and intel-

lectual makeup the progenitors had hoped for. But they have
bestowed upon him a genetic blessing, a letter of transit through

the tempestuous ninth-grade social scene — a chassis that gives
Lucas a facade of poise.

Robin, on the other hand, is hatched of the choicest

Grade A,  percent excellent hereditary material. As far back

as kindergarten, she has been universally liked and admired,
and not in that unapproachable, cliquey, I’m-not-sharing-my-

blocks-with-you kind of way. Someday people will say she has
an aura — strong and determined while soft and caring.

In elementary and junior high schools, she and her friends

are the serious, studious ones. Together they are tracked into
smart-kid classes. They dominate such extracurricular activities

as yearbook, literary magazine, student government, and model
railroad club.
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Robin will scrape elbow and knee in field hockey and

volleyball. She will also become very pretty. (Who ever said life
was fair?)

Spring ahead to a warm and sunny  senior-year October

day. Robin sits under a tree studded with red and gold leaves in

the courtyard, reading The Stranger. Lucas passes on his way to
chemistry class. On impulse, he abruptly doubles back. After

all, they are seniors now. Grown up, mature, risen above (or so
they pretend) childish concerns about popularity — equals soon

to be dispersed to institutions of higher learning hither and yon.
It has been not quite a year and a half since the hippies flocked

to Haight-Ashbury for the Summer of Love, sixteen months

since Jimi doused his guitar with lighter fluid and set it ablaze

and Janis’s plaintive wails first gave people shivers at Monterey.
Freaks in bell-bottoms and hippie beads have begun to sprout
like weeds among the well-trimmed populace. Lucas is a weed
with a chassis.

Until this moment, he has never said more than three words

to Robin. His heart thumps nervously, the imprinted low social

expectations from his awkward Dumbo-eared formative years
leading him to prepare to be shooed away (but because she is
Robin, he can at least hope for a gentle shooing). He nods at the
book in her hands. “What do you think?”

(If nothing else, he has now succeeded in saying a total of

seven words to her.)

The sun shines down from over his shoulder. Robin squints

up in the brightness and says that she prefers to see meaning
and purpose in life. “And you?” she asks.
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Him? Having spoken on impulse and thus failed to arm

himself with a reply to her reply, he mumbles something about

meandering through meaninglessness and leaning toward
existentialism.

Then hastily adds that he is open to other interpretations.

And thus he is invited to join her on the grass. They sit side

by side, chatting and watching the squirrels busy themselves
with acorns. Meanwhile, somewhere within the brick walls

surrounding the courtyard, a chemistry class begins and ends.
Lucas and Robin are still sitting on the lawn when the next

period bell rings. Robin gathers her books, saying she must get

to gym. They stand. For the first time since Lucas joined her,
their eyes meet without the sun in hers. She blinks, and recognition creeps onto her face: “You’re Lucas Baker.”
He bows. “At your service, madame.”
She smiles. “Call me tonight?”
He does.

Amber sunlight slants through Odysseus’s windows. It’s late
afternoon on Long Island and I’ve descended from the peak
acid plateau to that mutable base camp where one can act

straight if circumstances (i.e., encounters with parents) demand

it. After we drop Milton at his house, it’s a short hop to Robin’s.
In her driveway, she quickly gathers her things. Her adieu is
hasty, her desire for a long, hot shower paramount. She says that

she’ll be busy this evening packing for Camp Juliette in Ontario,
so I will not see her again until the dreaded morn, when we will

say our final farewells for the summer. In the setting sunlight,
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she has to squirm out of my arms. Otherwise I might try to hold
on to her until the dawn.

A little while later, I’m sitting on the mattress on the floor of my

room, surrounded by scattered clothes, records, Ski magazines,
and books. The walls are plastered with posters of Dylan and
Hendrix, and Brando from The Wild One. My heroes: rebels one

and all. But I am feeling far from heroic. Sadness throbs like an
open wound.

Earlier this spring, when Robin first told me she was going

to be a counselor for the summer, I beseeched her to reconsider.
That was back in March, when we were greenhorns in the divine
realm of love. The prospect of months apart felt — continues to
feel — unbearable. But Robin had attended Camp Juliette for

half a dozen years as a camper and had always planned to cap
her experience in a counselor role. If what we had together was
real, she said, it would still be there when she returned.

(I didn’t tell her how badly those words shook me. It never

occurred to me that what we had might not be real.)

Our trip to Maine was meant to be a few last precious and

uninterrupted moments together; instead it was a bummer of
epic proportions. Beyond the quasi-liberal boundaries of the
New York suburbs, people openly stared at us.  , 

,   signs — and the anti-counterculture senti-

ment they signified — were ubiquitous. At a clam bar in Bar

Harbor, a white-haired old salt wearing red suspenders and a

plaid shirt grumbled loudly about us “long-haired degenerates.”
At the L.L. Bean store in Freeport, a kid excitedly pointed
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and blurted, “Look, Mom, hippies!” as if we were some rarely
glimpsed breed of exotic biped. When strangers flashed the
peace sign, it was usually in a taunting manner.

But it was the Maine fuzz who were most responsible for

turning our excursion into a ginormously bad trip, constantly

harassing us with obscure regulations designed to keep us
disconcerted: laws against cooking with a camping stove in a

parking lot, rules against parking at the beach without a permit.
At least once a night, we’d been jarred awake by banging on
Odysseus’s door, followed by the blinding glare of a flashlight
as yet another “peace” officer informed us that we were loitering
and ordered us to depart immediately.

To much of the Maine populace, we are symbols of all that

is wrong with this country. Me with my long hair, bell-bottoms,
and Frye boots. And Robin, whose much longer brown hair
falls to the middle of her back, and who on the trip wore a
headband and a peace pendant on a strand of leather around her

neck. And then there’s Odysseus. Covered with brightly painted
flowers, paisley designs, rainbows, and peace signs, my microbus

is a highly visible rolling advertisement for what Down Easters
must assume is a deviant/promiscuous, pansy peace-loving

threat to society. Robin and I would have preferred a quiet,
uneventful vacation, but we’d be damned if that meant hiding
our freak flags and pretending to support a government that
sees nothing wrong with the wholesale slaughter of Vietnamese
civilians.

•

•
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Now, in my room, with the effects of the Orange Sunshine worn

thin, there are things I should probably do. Wash my clothes.
Straighten the mess. Figure out what to do with my life. But all
I want to do is write to my ladylove.

//

Dear Robin,

I hope you’re taking the longest, hottest shower ever as I write
this. I’m sorry you didn’t have a chance to take one during the
trip. It wasn’t something I thought about. But I want you

to know that I do think about you, all the time. You haven’t

even left for Canada yet and I’m already missing you. I hope
this letter will keep you company on the trip to Ontario. I

hope you’ll read it over and over. I hope it makes you miss me

so bad that when you get to Lake Juliette you’ll decide to turn

around and come straight back home. (Not really. Well . . .

yes, maybe really.) I love you. I’ll miss you this summer. I’m

already looking forward to seeing you in a month when I

drive up there.

Love, love, love,
Lucas

When I go to my desk for an envelope, I notice that lying

on the blotter is an article neatly clipped from the newspaper.
This is my mother’s way of informing me that a government
entity called the Federal Trade Commission wants to force

tobacco companies to put warning labels on packs of cigarettes.
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Mom has underlined in red a sentence stating that smoking
might lead to cancer, heart disease, and emphysema.

But it is the might that foils her argument. Cigarettes might

lead to those ailments. Smoking grass might lead to reefer
madness. Taking acid might lead to chromosomal damage and

attempts at unaided human flight from sixth-floor windows.
But according to whom? A government that insists that drugs
are bad and war is good.
Bullshit.

Into the garbage goes the newspaper article. But lying under

it are two additional items. One is a yellow post office changeof-address form. My name and a new address in Bay Shore

have been entered in the paterfamilias’s tiny handwriting. This

is puzzling. Am I being evicted? Did my parents find a new
and improved replacement offspring while Robin and I were in
Maine? I don’t have time to wonder long about this, because the
other item is a letter from Goddard College.

I pick up the envelope and feel its thinness between my

fingertips. In my chest, my heart deflates as fast as an unknotted
balloon. My skeleton dissolves, leaving a puddle of protoplasm

on the floor. Crap. Crap. CR AP! Blasting through the residual

mind-alteredness fomented by lysergic acid diethylamide comes
the stark, undeniable, very real, and very HEAV Y FACT that
yours truly, Lucas Baker, recent high-school graduate, future
human question mark . . .

Is completely, totally, and royally screwed.
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FRIDAY, JUNE 27
Days Until My Trip to See Robin at Camp Juliette: 28

I’m in the death queue now.
I’m not behind the plow.
If I can’t get out,
I’ll be worm dirt no doubt.
I’m in the death queue now.

Cousin Barry stands at his front door bare-chested, wearing a

pair of tight hip-hugger bell-bottoms. An unfiltered Camel is

squeezed between his nicotine-yellowed fingers. His dark sideburns are long and thick. His full, wavy hair falls to his shoulders.
“How was it?” he asks when I hand him the camp stove I

borrowed for Maine.

“Bummer. They’re really straight up there.”

Barry takes a pensive drag. “They hassle you?”
“Hell, yeah.”

We share a moment of wordless commiseration over the

sucky state of straight over-thirty America, Maine rednecks, and
the deadly and immoral conflict against the North Vietnamese

that we’ve been told is necessary to avoid communism taking
over the world. A conflict that, until yesterday, I had expected
to avoid dying in. But that thin envelope from Goddard College
has changed everything.

I’m in the death queue now.
Dear Mr. Baker,
The Goddard College Admissions Committee has completed
its evaluation of this year’s candidates, and I write with sincere
regret to say that we are not able to offer you a place in the
Class of 1973.
I realize that this decision may come as a real
disappointment . . .

When I read those terrible words last night, I briefly con-

sidered calling Robin, then changed my mind. She said she’d be
busy packing, and I didn’t want to bum her out with such bad
news on her last evening at home. Besides, I’d expected to see

her this morning for our final pre–Camp Juliette farewell. Then
on the phone a few hours ago, she said she didn’t think there’d

be time to say goodbye in person. She hadn’t finished packing,
and it already looked like she might be late for the camp bus.

I managed to dash to her house just as she and her father

were pulling out of the driveway. Robin looked startled when
she saw me. It was an awkward moment, with her father in the
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seat beside her. She rolled down the window, and I gave her the

letter I wrote last night for her to read on the bus. I wanted to
kiss her, but we never displayed physical affection in front of our

parents. Still, I leaned into the window, pecked her cheek, and

whispered that I loved her. She didn’t reply, but maybe I couldn’t
expect that in front of her father. Her eyes began to fill with

tears, and so did mine. Her father said they were late and really
had to go. Then they were headed away down the street, Robin
rolling up her window, tears rolling down my cheeks.

I follow Cousin Barry upstairs. He’s barefoot; the tattered,
stringy hems of his bell-bottoms drag on the steps. It’s not like

he needed the camp stove right away. I’ve come here because I

don’t know what else to do now that Robin’s gone. I’m usually
pretty good by myself, but not today. Today I’m a lost, empty
glove that needs a hand.

Barry’s bedroom smells of cigarettes and turpentine. A mat-

tress occupies a corner of the floor. Some colorful plastic kites
are piled in another corner. The rest of the room is awash with

clothing, art books, record albums, and music magazines. Nearly
every flat surface higher than the floor is covered with half-

squeezed tubes of paint, brushes, palettes, and cans of turpentine
and paint thinner. Nearly every inch of wall space is hidden

by canvases, posters of rock bands, or scribbles. Barry jots his
thoughts on the walls, where they are less likely to get lost in
the clutter.

Taped to one wall is an ad for the Woodstock Music and

Art Fair. It’s billed as “An Aquarian Exposition” in Wallkill,
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New York: Three Days of Peace and Music, with an art show,
a crafts bazaar, workshops, and “hundreds of acres to roam

on.” More important, it will feature a gargantuan lineup of top

music acts like nothing anyone’s ever seen gathered in one place
before.

“You going?” Barry asks when he sees me studying the ad.

“Definitely. It’s gonna be incredible. Thousands of people,

man.” A month ago, Milton, our mutual friend Arno Exley, and

I decided to send away for tickets. What better way to celebrate
our last gasp of summer together before Arno starts his fresh-

man year at Bucknell, Milton goes back to MIT, and I — as of
yesterday, fill in the blank: ____.

I’ll be worm dirt no doubt. . . .

Upon hearing that I’m planning to go to the Aquarian

Exposition (whatever that means), Barry purses his lips and

furrows his brow. It’s an expression I know well. Cousin rivalry.
He’s a year older than me, and for most of our formative years,
it was no contest. He was top dog, looking down on me literally and figuratively. Then the Semi-Miraculous Transformation
took place, and now he must train his gaze upward. But the

competitive streak is alive and well, at least until my corpse is
flown back from Nam in a flag-shrouded coffin.

“Yeah, I’m pretty sure I’m gonna go, too,” Barry announces.

“For real?” I blurt out, then instantly feel bad for reacting

with surprise instead of encouragement. For three of the past
four years, Barry hardly left his parents’ house. Then, starting

roughly a year ago, he began to venture out locally, but rarely
farther than a long walk or short drive.
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Trying to cover up my gaffe, I wave an arm around the

cluttered room. “You’ve been busy, man.” Barry’s canvases are

colorful and hard-edged in the style of Frank Stella’s Protractor
series. I have no critical basis for judging them, and anyway, it

doesn’t matter. After years in a morose housebound purgatory
of cigarettes, music, drugs, and black moods punctuated by stays
in the loony bin, my cousin has begun to paint at a frenetic

pace. Along with this astonishing creative outpouring has come
a pronounced lifting of his spirits.

From the hall comes the sound of the toilet flushing. A

moment later, a vision strolls into the room. She is petite and
waif-like in a diaphanous peasant blouse and tight hip-hugger
bell-bottoms, with long straight blond hair and flawless, soft-

looking skin. Through the stink of turpentine and cigarettes
comes the heady scent of patchouli oil.

“Lucas, Tinsley.” With a cheesy grin Cousin Barry performs

the introductions. He’s met Robin a few times, so I suspect he’s
proud to prove that he can attract a pretty girl, too.

“Hello, Lucas. Barry’s told me about you.” Tinsley’s hazel

eyes stay unwaveringly on mine. Her voice is soft, sultry. I swal-

low back a twinge of anxiousness. It wasn’t that long ago that
someone so attractive and alluring would have prompted me

to nervously blurt out something dumb and self-deprecating.
But that was before the God of Genes bestowed this new
chassis upon me. Now I channel James Bond, though in these

antiestablishment times, it’s not his perfectly groomed, suave,
debonair-with-a-license-to-kill vibe that I emulate, but rather

his quietly bemused air of self-assurance. It’s an act, to be sure.
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But I’ve learned something about acts: if you stay consistent,
they can be pretty convincing.

I offer my hand, hearing Sean Connery’s Scottish accent in

my mind: “Nice to meet you, Tinsley.”

“And you.” She takes my hand firmly in hers and we shake.

“Tinsley’s a photographer,” Barry says. “She’s making slides

of my paintings.”

Tinsley picks up a black-and-silver camera and aims it at

a canvas propped against the wall. When she kneels, the ends
of her straight blond hair nearly touch the floor and her hip-

huggers slide low, revealing a possible absence of intimate
apparel.

Barry gives me a nudge. “Got any weed?”
“Are bears Catholic?”

“Wanna smoke?” he asks Tinsley.

“I’m cool, thanks.” She presses her eye against the eyepiece,

and the camera’s shutter snaps.

As I follow Barry out of the room, I can’t resist looking back.

Tinsley must feel my gaze. Or maybe she expects it. Either way,
still kneeling, she glances up from beneath lowered eyelids and
smiles coyly.

On the back patio with Barry, I tap a joint out of my pack of
Marlboros. Robin’s departure this morning (by now the camp
bus should be passing Albany) and the suddenly distinct possibility that in the very near future they’ll shave my head, shove

a rifle in my hands, and ship my sorry ass to a jungle halfway

around the world are foremost in my mind. But the look Tinsley
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just gave me has muscled its way in. Was that not a come-on? But

we don’t know each other, and it appears that she’s with Barry. It
doesn’t make sense. I must be reading too much into it. Maybe it

has something to do with the lonely ache I’m feeling for Robin.
Or perhaps it’s a result of certain personal chemical proclivities.
Do enough drugs, and reality becomes a moving target.

I light the J with my Zippo, toke, and pass it to Barry. The

patio is just large enough for two rusty metal chairs and a small

filmy-glass table. In a yellow plastic ashtray, a dozen unfiltered
cigarette butts float in a brownish broth.

Barry takes a hit. “We met at the library. They had a show

for local artists. You were allowed to enter two pieces.”
“She’s an artist, too?”

“No, man, photography.” He hands the joint back.

“There’s something about her.” I’m being disingenuous.

After the look she gave me upstairs, I’m curious about their
relationship.

“Dig it — she’s got that vibe, right? Black-magic strange-

brew voodoo chile.” Barry sings the next sentence: “She put a
spell on you.”

I take another hit. Tinsley’s not the only one practicing sor-

cery. So’s this weed, thanks to my best friend and dealer, Arno.
“You guys been together long?”

Barry shakes his head. “Not her thing, man. She does what

she pleases with whomever pleases her.”

Ah, the sweet melody of free love. Earmark of the hippies,

conceived and nurtured in the crash pads of Haight-Ashbury.
But that’s out in California, where, it’s been said, all the nuts
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rolled when they tilted up the northeast corner of the map. In

my experience, there’s been scant evidence of sexual revolution
washing up along the beaches of the South Shore.
“You okay with that?” I ask my cousin.

Barry shrugs, but with a devilish glint in his eye. “Cuts both

ways, right?” (If this new jauntiness is Tinsley’s influence, more
power to her.)

Joint smoked, we head for the kitchen, where Barry jabs

a V-shaped hole with a can opener into a quart of Hi-C fruit

punch. He offers me a glass of sweet red liquid, pours one for

himself, and lights a Camel. Barry does a French inhale, releas-

ing a mouthful of smoke and drawing it up through his nose.
Then he blows one smoke ring through another.
Wicked cool.

Then again, he’s had four years of self-imposed solitary con-

finement to practice.

Lucas the Spellbound follows Cousin Barry back upstairs,
where Tinsley is sitting lotus-style on the floor, thumbing

through a shoe box of black-and-white photographs. She holds

up one from a day camp Barry and Lucas attended when they
were single-digits. Observe Barry sporting a spit curl and cocky
smile, beginning to look muscular. But who’s that awkward-

looking humanoid next to him, crew-cut, chimpanzee-eared,
baby-fat-faced, clearly still being groomed by Momma?
Tinsley points at the photograph. “That’s you?”

While it’s easy to recognize the younger version of Barry,

the boy beside him looks nothing like what Lucas has become.
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At six feet two inches, he is the tallest in their nuclear fam-

ily. More than once, Lucas has been told that he looks like a
long-haired Montgomery Clift. (Thank you, daft croupier who
oversees the capricious roll of the chromosomal dice.)

Cousin Barry reaches up and noogies the top of Lucas

Clift’s head a little harder than necessary. “Yeah, look at the
little twerp now.”

Barry can’t resist reminding Lucas of the nerdy kid he used

to be. Always, Lucas senses, with a dose of resentment: Why did

it have to be him? Why couldn’t it have happened to someone who
deserved it?

When Barry turns away to stub out his cigarette in an ash-

tray, Tinsley raises an eyebrow and tilts her face provocatively.
Goose bumps run down Lucas the Perplexed’s arms. Unless he’s
completely off his rocker, he’s almost certain he’s been offered
an invitation.

The question is, to what?

Back home later, in the den of the house of dashed dreams, my

fourteen-year-old brother, Alan, sits cross-legged on the white
shag carpet in front of the TV, watching Bozo the Clown. As

usual, he’s sitting too close. I give him the sign, and he scooches
back without taking his eyes from the screen. Alan is chomping on strands of uncooked spaghetti. The pink bite plate
with his false front teeth lies half-hidden in the fibers of shag
beside him.

The high from Barry’s may have diminished, but I’ve still

got the munchies. “Lemme try?”
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Alan extends the blue box of Ronzoni. I pull out a few

strands and crunch down. Yuck. Tasteless and nearly impos-

sible to chew. Alan must be starving if he’s willing to eat this.
“Mom around?” I ask.

He shakes his head.

“How about I make us something?”

Alan nods. His eyes stay on the boob tube.

In the kitchen, I ponder what to prepare, my culinary

skills being limited to scrambled eggs and tuna fish sandwiches. In the refrigerator, “normal” fare takes a back seat to

the paterfamilias’s “health” food: A jar of “natural” peanut butter
containing a layer of yellowish oil over a foundation of brown

paste with the consistency of nearly set concrete. Wheat germ,
“beef juice,” carrot juice, bottles of vitamins, and Protein from
the Sea (the label proclaims that it “Builds strength and muscle

fast!”). Musclini — Arno gave the paterfamilias that nickname,
after Benito Mussolini, the fascist leader of Italy who sided
with Hitler during World War II — consumes this mishmash

in conjunction with his tennis games and three-times-a-week
weight-lifting routines in his attic gym.

In the freezer is a box of mini-pizzas. Each one is the size

of a dessert plate. Left to his own devices, Alan would eat them
frozen. I turn on the oven and slide four of them in on a cookie
sheet.

By the time Alan was four, my parents knew something was
wrong. He wouldn’t listen. He went outside without any clothes

on. He ran across the street without looking. You couldn’t let
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him out of your sight for a second. Other kids teased him. This
killed me. Not only because I was still young enough to think

it implied that our whole family was somehow defective, but
also because I could see that the teasing left my brother hurt

and bewildered. Alan was aware of what they were doing, but

he couldn’t understand why. None of the specialists and doctors

who’ve tested him have come up with a precise diagnosis. He’s

“slow”— to learn, to think, to comprehend — and stubborn.

Can’t catch a ball. Not even one tossed gently from close by.
Has a speech defect that makes his th’s sound like f ’s. Kids used
to tease him mercilessly for that; now he hardly speaks.

The thing is, it’s not just me who’s going to be affected now

that Goddard (and the other colleges Mom applied me to) has

turned its collegiate back on me. It’s Alan, too. In this country,
if you are a physically and mentally fit antiwar male of draft
age who’s not going to college, you have two choices: move to
Canada or go to prison for draft evasion. Either option would
mean leaving home and Alan for a long time (in the case of

Canada, forever) without a chance of visiting. I know he’s not

going to starve (not as long as there’s raw spaghetti and frozen
pizzas in the house), and except for going to an amusement

park now and then, it’s not like I do that much with him. But I
also know that having me around is a comfort. Together, we’re
soldiers on the home front. Not all war zones are on the other
side of the globe.

Speaking of which, the pizzas still have a few minutes to

go when the door from the garage opens and Musclini enters,
dressed in his tennis clothes. He’s lean, ropy-muscled, tanned,
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and about four inches shorter than me (which I sometimes

suspect compounds his need to be the intimidating patriarch).
His white alligator shirt is darkened with patches of sweat, and
a white towel hangs around his neck. His face is still flushed

from playing, but his short wavy brown hair is combed back to
near perfection. Combing his hair is always the first thing he
does after a match.

There isn’t much eye contact between us. Maybe someday

I’ll ask him why, if I can figure out how to do it without eye contact. Silently, he leaves his tennis bag by the door and proceeds

deeper into the house. On many evenings, I don’t see him at all

(which is fine with me). If he isn’t off somewhere “working late,”
he’s at the club playing tennis.

In the oven, the mini-pizza crusts have, as they say on TV,

turned golden brown. It strikes me that, except for chocolate,
brown is not a good color when it comes to food. Whoever

came up with the “golden” bit was a genius. I call into the den
and Alan appears. He used to be a scrawny kid, but now he’s

chubby and round-shouldered from sitting on the floor in
front of the TV all the time. I put two mini-pizzas on his yel-

low Superman food tray, pour him a glass of milk (soda and

sweet fruit drinks are banned substances in the house of dashed
dreams), and back to the den he goes. There used to be a rule
that we weren’t supposed to eat in the den, but that was before
the war at home went from covert to overt.

I’ve just settled at the kitchen table with the other two

mini-pizzas when the squeak of tennis sneakers on linoleum

trumpets the return of Musclini. He’s carrying the yellow post
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office change-of-address form. (Within these walls there is no

privacy. My parents go into my room whenever they want. I

keep my weed and condoms in a sock at the back of a drawer,
where they are meant to be discovered. Hopefully that will dis-

courage further investigation. One has to unscrew the bottom
of my record player to find the pills and acid.)

“I want you to sign this.” The paterfamilias places the yellow

card in front of me.

The childish instinct to obey quickly flits past, followed by

the young man’s urge to resist. “I don’t get it. Am I moving to
Bay Shore?”
“No.”

I await further explanation, but none follows.

“How will I get my mail?” I doubt Robin’s even gotten to

Camp Juliette yet, but I’m already yearning for sacks of love
letters from her. Also, the tickets to the Woodstock music and
art festival should be winging this way soon.

The paterfamilias is steely quiet, as if incensed that I have

the temerity to question his authority. Or maybe it hasn’t

occurred to him that I actually get mail? “I’ll arrange for that,”
he says.

“Can I get it myself ?” Bay Shore is probably a two-hour

round trip, but if that’s what it will take to retrieve a letter from
my ladylove, I’ll gladly make the journey.

The paterfamilias rears up to maximum possible height, as

he always does when challenged. The next words are clipped,
almost a growl: “I said I’ll arrange it.”
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In the house of dashed dreams,
The paterfamilias makes the rules,
The paterfamilias breaks the rules.
What are we who are ruled to do?

The paterfamilias has gone to take a shower. I bite into the

golden-brown crust of a mini-pizza. The yellow post office form
lies unsigned on the kitchen table. Now that it’s understood that

I’m not being exiled to some Siberian existence in Bay Shore,
I’m pretty sure I know what this is about. It’s another one of

his business scams. I’ve been an unwilling participant in the

paterfamilias’s hustles since I was old enough to ride a bike and
sign my name. After he got the chain of Laundromats — I was

around twelve at the time — he added an additional chore to
my role as indentured family servant and child laborer: two or
three times a week, I had to get on my one-speed balloon-tire

Schwinn after school and pedal to banks, where I would convert

a couple of natural peanut butter jars’ worth of coins into bills.

For every one hundred dollars of nickels, dimes, and quarters,
my father took ninety-five and gave me five. He mapped out a
dozen banks that I could bike to, each one visited roughly once

a month so as not to raise suspicions. The farthest ones took
nearly forty minutes to reach and required that I pedal along

the curb of the Long Island Expressway service road, where cars
barreled past at more than fifty miles an hour.

If someone at a bank asked where I’d gotten so much

change, I was supposed to say that I babysat and walked dogs,
cut lawns and shoveled driveways, raked leaves and washed cars.
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Strangely, no one ever asked why I only brought in change and
never bills. And my father never explained why I had to pre-

tend I’d earned the money myself. But you’d have to be a major
doofus not to think it was part of some scheme to get around a
corporate regulation or avoid paying taxes.

Actually, I don’t mind helping the paterfamilias avoid pay-

ing taxes to a government that uses the money to invade small

countries and incinerate their citizens. So, mini-pizzas finished,
I sign the change-of-address form and add my own chicken
scratch to the bottom of his note: “Expecting mail soon!”
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SATURDAY, JUNE 28
Days Until Trip to Camp Juliette: 27

“When was the last time anyone was down there?” Arno asks

while I clear old toys and games from the floor of the playroom

closet, then heave open the square red trapdoor made of quarterinch iron plating.

“Don’t know.” In the early sixties, around the time of the

Cuban Missile Crisis, my parents added two bedrooms, an attic,
and a playroom to the house. Under the playroom, the paterfamilias had a fallout shelter built in case of World War III.

For years it has lain unused and nearly forgotten . . . until

this hot, humid summer day, when it has occurred to Arno that

the poorly ventilated subterranean surroundings might be the
perfect place to get high.

The damp odor of mildew wafts up. Milton squints into the

dark below and wrinkles his nose. He’s finally begun to let his

hair grow. It’s getting wavy and curls up at the sides and in back.
He’s also started to cultivate something over his upper lip that

could be construed as a mustache. Before he left for MIT last

fall, Arno and I tried to get him to give up his leather sandals

with the black soles made from car tires. He wouldn’t budge
on that, but he did agree not to wear socks with them. All in

all, these are positive steps toward his indoctrination into the
cultural revolution.

“Why can’t we smoke in the backyard?” he asks.
“Afraid of the dark?” Arno needles.
“Half-wit,” Milton shoots back.

I climb down the cold metal rungs that jut from the cinder-

block wall of the shelter. Arno follows. When we reach the
bottom, the scrape of our shoes on the bare concrete floor echoes

off the walls. It’s almost chilly in here. Milton stares down from
above. The shelter is the size of a walk-in closet. He doesn’t like
tight, dark spaces.

“Don’t be a pussy,” Mr. Sensitivity calls up to him.

“Genital wart,” Milton mutters, and climbs down. We sit

side by side on a bunk under a bare lightbulb. The cans of food

on the shelves are darkly spotted with mold. The cinder-block
walls are stained brownish with moisture.

Milton groans. “Wonderful ambiance.”
“We won’t be here long,” I assure him.

Arno lights up. The hypothesis is that a suitable degree of

wreckage can be achieved by doing one joint and then rebreathing the smoky air.

“Guaranteed bad trip,” Milton continues to complain.

“Quit bellyaching,” Arno snaps. “And wash your face. You’ve

got dirt over your lip.”
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Milton self-consciously touches his fledgling mustache.

Arno passes the J to me. “Your festival tickets come?”

“Not yet.” I remind myself to call the post office and find

out how long it takes for a change of address to kick in.

“Mine just came,” Arno says. “Yours’ll probably be here in

a day or two.”

“Where’re we gonna stay?” Milton asks.

“Who knows? We’ll bring sleeping bags.”
“And a tent?” Milton asks.

“Sure, a tent.” Arno turns to me. “So how was Maine?”

The mention of tents must have reminded him. I tell them

it sucked.

“Robin leave for camp?” Milton asks.

I nod. She’s been gone roughly thirty hours, and I’ve already

written two letters. Three, if you count the one I handed her
through the car window yesterday morning.
“Heard from Goddard?” Arno asks.

I hadn’t planned to tell anyone about the thin envelope. Not

until I come up with a strategy to keep from getting a one-way
ticket to Southeast Asia, since that is bound to be the next ques-

tion everyone will ask. But Arno knows what my hesitation means.
“God . . . damn idiot.” He draws out the words, then switches

to his Lucas imitation: “‘Man, with my SATs, Goddard’s gotta
take me.’”

Oh, the inescapable agony of regret! Robin’s first choice was

Middlebury, and with her grades, SATs, and extracurriculars, it

had been a near certainty. Goddard is about half an hour away
from Middlebury, and I thought I fit their applicant profile
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perfectly: alienated, antiwar, underachieving, and perpetually

stoned (institution of higher learning, indeed). Perhaps my

grades weren’t what they could have been, and my extracurricular
activities were limited to reading, skiing, writing poetry, getting wasted, and sexual intercourse. But my SAT scores were

(surprisingly) good, and I thought the epic poem I composed

in iambic pentameter as my essay (in a single night with the

help of a couple of Arno’s mom’s diet pills) was so unique and
groundbreaking that the admissions people at Goddard would

instantly recognize the boundless creative potential inside me
crying out to be unleashed.

My mother, being more circumspect, had filled out applica-

tions for four additional colleges, even going so far as to write

the essays for me. All I’d had to do was sign my name. I’d been
rejected by all of them and wait-listed by Goddard, which asked

to see my final-semester grades before making a decision. That

meant that while everyone else got to enjoy senior slump, I was

supposed to study hard and apply myself. I’d intended to. . . . I
really had, but mostly I’d applied my tongue to rolling papers.

“Told your parents?” Arno asks, and again mimics me before

I can answer: “‘No way, man. They’re the last people I’d tell.’”

“Can it, zitface,” Milton cautions, then leans toward me, his

voice solemn: “Great Neck’s probably the toughest draft board
in the country.”

“How’re they gonna know I wasn’t accepted?” I ask.

“You’re supposed to inform them within ten days if your sta-

tus changes.” Milton knows the selective service laws because of

his brother, Rudy, who recently fled to Canada to avoid the draft.
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“Man, talk about the last people I’d tell,” I answer ruefully.
Milton shrugs. “Just saying.”

The joint has burned down to the roach. Pinching it gin-

gerly between thumb and forefinger, I take one last toke and, of
course, get the roach burn I deserve. “Damn!” I drop the roach

on the floor and touch my tongue to the raw dark spot on the
tip of my index finger.

“Maybe there’s still time,” Arno says. “There’s gotta be a

college that’ll take you.”

“I don’t know,” Milton says. “It’s almost July. Kind of late.

If I were you, I’d talk to a draft counselor fast. The American

Friends have an office in a church on Jericho Turnpike. I’ll get
the address. It’s the place Rudy used.”

Arno snorts. “Lot of good it did him.”

“They’ll lay out his options, douchebag,” Milton says.

My life has come down to options. None of them good. I

continue to have a hard time believing this is actually happen-

ing. A little more than a week ago, I was a high-school student
and my biggest problems were scoring good dope and finding

places where my girlfriend and I could have undisturbed sex.
Suddenly I’m in very real danger of perishing in a war I am
wholeheartedly opposed to.

How did I let this happen?

I wouldn’t say that Arno’s one-joint hypothesis has worked. I’m

feeling a negligible buzz. Maybe it’s because the air in the fallout shelter is a mixture of mildew and skunky smoke, with the
heaviness of a damp log thrown on a fire. Maybe it’s due to
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these suddenly pressing concerns about the future. Maybe it’s

Milton’s obvious discomfort. Confinement in this murky gloom

eventually proves too much for him. “I’m out of here. Great idea,
Arno. Maybe next time we’ll find a mausoleum and get high
with the stiffs.”

We’re about to climb out of the shelter when the unmistak-

able tap of footsteps comes from somewhere above. It can’t be

Mom, because she took Alan to Adventureland in Farming-

dale and won’t get home until dinner. So it’s got to be the
paterfamilias.

“Let’s wait a minute,” I whisper. “He probably came home

to change into his tennis clothes.”

“But he’s gonna know you’re here,” Arno whispers. “My car’s

parked out front.”

“Doesn’t mean we couldn’t have walked somewhere.”

Arno and I sit down on the bunk again. Milton remains

standing, his arms tightly crossed, a tooth pinching his lower lip.
He’s the latecomer to our troika. Arno and I have been friends

since kindergarten. We live only a few houses from each other.
Milton lives down the block. He’s more than a year younger,
so he was barely on our radar until he got kicked up to seventh
grade.

When he skipped sixth and joined us in junior high, no one

wanted anything to do with him. Young and nerdy, he reminded

us of the dorky preteens we were so relieved to no longer be.
But Arno and I took pity on him — exiled to the back of every

classroom, wandering alone through the junior high wing, get-

ting accidentally bodychecked into lockers by crowds of larger
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bodies — and decided it would be fun to have a pet genius. (Plus
Milton could always be counted on to do our homework.)

From the fallout shelter, we hear a faucet run overhead.

Milton cocks his head as water gurgles through the pipes. He

takes a deep breath and starts to tap his foot. Maybe we should
go up. It’s not like my parents don’t know I smoke grass. The
paterfamilias has decreed that there shall be no smoking (of any

kind) in the house. But we didn’t actually smoke in the house.
We smoked under it.

Milton shoves his hands into his pockets and starts to pace.
“Relax,” Arno says.

Milton keeps pacing.

“So, how was MIT?” I ask. This is the first time I’ve seen

him since the drive home from Cambridge, when he was busy
sleeping and I was busy tripping.

Milton recently finished his freshman year. He got skipped

again in ninth grade and graduated a year ahead of us, at age
fifteen. Class valedictorian. Sixteen hundred on his SATs. Only
applied to one college: MIT.

“A lot of really smart people and really stupid intro courses.”

Milton’s answer is terse, anxious.

“Was it hard to make friends?” Arno asks. For all his bluster,

he is deeply insecure about making new friends when he gets to
Bucknell in two months.

“Everyone’s new. They’re all in the same boat.” Milton looks

up at the ceiling again, then at me. “Sorry, man. I gotta get out
of here.”

•

•
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“Cherry Jag, man,” Arno says. A polished red two-seat convertible is parked at the curb behind Arno’s black GTO. Ten
minutes ago, after climbing out of the fallout shelter, we waited

silently in the playroom until the doorbell rang and the front
door opened and shut. After that the house was soundless
again.

The paterfamilias is gone and so is whoever owns this

Jaguar. The car is long, curvy, and aerodynamic, with a tan

leather interior. Affixed to the chrome grille are several round

metal badges: Jaguar, Coventry, England; Bay Shore Sports Car
Club; Veterans’ Car Club of Great Britain.

I glance back up the driveway. The garage door is open. The

paterfamilias’s own classic two-seat convertible sports car, an
MG TF , is gone.

“Dig this, guys.” Arno pops the trunk of the GTO, a big,

out-of-fashion muscle car that he clings to in the misguided
belief that it projects an aura of powerful coolness.

In the trunk is a green caddie vest from Piping Rock, a

nearby golf club. Also, a pair of grass-stained golf shoes and

some tees and golf balls. Arno keeps this stuff so his parents will
think that his money comes from caddying. But that isn’t why
he’s opened the trunk. From a cardboard box, he pulls a metal

contraption with a funnel and a hand crank. “Take a guess.”
(He’s never outgrown the thrill of show-and-tell.)

Milton leans close, points at the funnel, and begins to

think out loud. “The raw material goes in here. Probably like

a wet . . . No, it has to be a powder or dry mix. Then you turn
this crank. . . . But why would you . . . ? Oh, I get it. You’re
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compressing it. Right. . . . So, what comes out here . . . Uh, okay.
The result is something small that’s been highly compressed.”

This takes about three seconds. The guy is scary smart. He

chews the corner of his lip. “Hamster pellets?”

“For human hamsters.” Arno puts the thing back in the

cardboard box and slams the trunk. “It’s a pill press. There’s
gonna be something like ten thousand hippies at that music
and art festival.”

“You’re . . . going to make pills?” Milton asks uncertainly.

“Aaa . . . cid.” Arno stretches the word. “Ows . . . ley. Two . . .

thou . . . sand . . . hits. Three days of peace and music for a bunch

of stupid hippies . . . and six thousand dollars . . . for Arno Exley
Junior.”

Arno offers Milton a ride home, but he says he’d rather walk. As
soon as the GTO roars off, Milton turns to me. “Monday night

after dinner. We’ll go to the American Friends office together,
okay?”

Not that he has any reason to see a draft counselor. Like all

college students, he’s exempt from military service thanks to the
vaunted -S student deferment. He’s just worried I’ll put it off.

“How’s Rudy doing?” I ask, since fleeing to Canada has sud-

denly become a possibility in my life as well.

Milton scuffs a tire-tread sandal (still no socks, thank God)

against the sidewalk. “Shitty. He’s living with my uncle’s family

in Saskatchewan, the middle of nowhere. Doesn’t know anyone.
Doesn’t have a piano. And guess where my uncle works? Dow.
How’s that for irony?”
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Because the Dow Chemical Company produces napalm, it’s

the poster child for the American military-industrial complex

currently reaping millions from the war in Vietnam. Napalm
is a flammable jelly the military uses to torch vast swathes

of Vietnamese jungle and people. Water boils at  degrees.
Napalm burns at , degrees. Witnesses say watching it

immolate jungle is like looking into a sea of fire. It sticks to

human skin and melts flesh. Since it’s dropped from bombers
high above, the military has no way of knowing (and clearly

doesn’t give a crap) how many Vietnamese women and children
it incinerates daily.

“So, see you Monday after dinner?” Milton may be young,

completely lost as far as girls are concerned, and quirky about
dark, claustrophobic spaces, but he is a solid dude.
“You don’t have to,” I tell him. “I said I’ll go.”
Milton looks dubious. “Promise?”
I promise.

Milton leaves. I stand in the driveway, gazing absently at the

placid tree-lined suburban street. The tent caterpillar nests are
still small, but there seem to be a lot of them this year. This is
the street where Arno and I used to ride our bikes, throw foot-

balls, and play fungo with a bat and a tennis ball. This is the
driveway where Robin and I would park at night and make out

for hours. It’s a warm afternoon, but the military draft sends a

shiver to my core. I can’t completely process what’s happened.
It’s like you graduate from high school and if you’re not going

to college, the party’s over. Suddenly, dying and displacement
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apply directly to your own pitiful butt. I can’t even ask why anyone didn’t warn me. All the warning signs were there. The real
question is, why didn’t I take them more seriously?

From around the corner comes the downshifting burble of

a well-tuned four-cylinder engine. A moment later, the paterfamilias pulls up in the MG. Riding shotgun is a heavyset
balding man wearing a blue blazer, white shirt, and a red-andblue-striped tie. He heaves himself out of the car.

“She’s a beauty, just as you promised,” the man says to the

paterfamilias, who’s also gotten out. (A few years ago, he had
the MG painted a color called Rolls-Royce Willow Gold. With
immense pride he will tell anyone willing to listen about the

eleven coats of paint needed to achieve its deep, lustrous finish.)
“And hard to find. Probably less than three thousand in the

entire country,” the paterfamilias replies. He and the heavy man
turn their gazes to me.

“This is my son Lucas,” the paterfamilias says. “Lucas, this

is Mr. Brown.”

When I shake Mr. Brown’s meaty hand, he doesn’t release

it right away. It feels like he’s appraising me. Makes me uncomfortable. I gesture to the red sports car at the curb. “Nice Jag.”

“Fifty-two XK One Twenty.” Mr. Brown lets go of my hand.

“Something, isn’t she?”

“She sure is,” I reply.

Introductions complete, the paterfamilias gives me a look

that I interpret as an invitation to disappear.
With pleasure.

•

•
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•

Last Friday, a few days before Robin and I left for Maine, I

came home from her house to find the paterfamilias simoniz-

ing his prized possession. This labor-intensive process begins
with a soapy hand-washing using only natural sea sponges, then

a careful drying using special goatskin shammies, followed by
polishing and buffing. I know the process intimately because
for years it was my responsibility once every spring and fall. I

hated it, just as I hated all the chores the paterfamilias foisted
on me. As if I were conceived specifically for the role of
household peon.

That afternoon, I paused to watch while he squatted beside

one of the car’s broad fenders, rubbing away the dried whitish

simonizing compound with a soft cotton cloth. His tanned forehead was dotted with sweat, the slightly brownish trail on his
temple evidence of the hair dye he’s recently started using. I

wondered if he was recalling the good old days when he’d been
able to make me do all the work.

“Don’t you usually do this in April?” I asked.

The paterfamilias wiped the sweat off his forehead with

the back of his hand. “I’m going to a classic-car rally up in
Newburgh.”

That sounded odd. As far as I knew, he’d never gone to

a classic-car rally before. Especially on a summer weekend,
when his chief preoccupation was playing three or four hours
of tennis each day.

A few hours later, he left.

Friday ended, Saturday passed, and on Sunday afternoon,

Robin and I departed for our ill-fated Maine fling, heading east
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on the Long Island Expressway toward Orient Point, where
we would catch the ferry to New London. We were near the
Melville exit when something in the westbound lanes caught

my eye. It was the gold MG with the top down. For a moment,
it made no sense. The paterfamilias had said the classic-car rally
was in Newburgh, which is in upstate New York, not out on
Long Island.

But there he was in the driver’s seat.
And next to him was a blonde.
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